
 

In the search for a Hindi BluRay 1080p HEVC x265 DTS on digital market, were all in a hurry. Do you have some time to find your dream movie on FilmZia? This so-called “Pirate of Venice” is a film that will be widely distributed and all over the world. File size: 2.46 GB Checking... Downloading... Beginning to download... The file may take several minutes to download. File size: 2.46 GB
Checking... Downloading... Beginning to download... The file may take several minutes to download. File size: 2.46 GB Checking... Downloading... Beginning to download... The file may take several minutes to download. Just start this film, you will find out how Pirate of Venice-the fifth episode of Wanted series, has attracted the world's attention, and how it shows the filmmakers' creative power.
Despite the similar elements between this film and its previous parts, its story is already different from them since it explores an unseen angle about the main character, i.e., Ayesha (Priyanka Chopra). Just start this film, you will find out how Pirate of Venice-the fifth episode of Wanted series, has attracted the world's attention... Ayesha has been living in the city for many years... But she has never
found happiness with any man in her life. She was not happy with her father because he was not really a nice person to her. Then she found out that she will be the only daughter of her parents, so she was given a lot of attention by them. Her family is also very wealthy. She had many friends since childhood, but after some time it seemed that they are leaving her. But, she was not really hurt because
she has a chance to have a new life with that person she loves. After few years, Ayesha met Hammad Khan (Nawazuddin Siddiqui), who is a cook in her father's home. She fell in love with him at first sight and wanted the best for her. She could not believe that he is just a cook in her father's home. But when he started working at the same place as her father, she was shocked to see his ugly deeds and
because of that she decided to break up with Hammad Khan... But all of sudden, Ayesha found out that Hammad Khan has never been in love with her... He was just using her to take revenge from her family, who had killed his family in the past. After few years, Ayesha met Hammad Khan (Nawazuddin Siddiqui), who is a cook in her father's home. She fell in love with him at first sight and wanted
the best for her. She could not believe that he is just a cook... ... When she came to know about his intentions, she didn't want to break up with him because she loves him so much... But at the same time, she was not sure how he is going to act toward her family after taking revenge from them.
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